
Emergency Preparedness Committee Meeting
August 8 2017 9am.
SWFA training room

Present were Mike D'Angelo, Carol Bauman, Carol Houlton, Halina Reynolds, Ruth Evans, 
Dave Lillie, Henry Renteria, Penny and Owen Bamford.

Supplies for the CERT trailer.
EPC has been ready to find funding for the outfitting of the trailer. Those who have bought 
material for it are encouraged to present their receipts. A meeting at the trailer was 
arranged for Friday August 25 at 9am. SV CERT members will be notified.

Accomplishments this year.
The BoD requires a report on activities and a list was made.

The Safety Fair was a success with  23 exhibitors and about 150 visitors. 
Several residents signed up for radio classes and for the CERT classes to be run
this fall. BECoN was advertised but we do not yet have enough volunteers.

EPC members helped with security and safety at the fishing derby.
EPC members helped with security and safety at the jazz concerts. 
Signs for the  Travelers' Information Radio 1610MW have been arranged and await 

approval from the county and Utilities check before installation.
The radio broadcast itself has been improved by the Ham radio club including 

members of EPC
Members also helped with July 4th Fireworks, as radio operators and CERT members.
VMC made a presentation to the valley about starting a satelite organization in 

SV. Enough volunteers have signed up to be organizers and the project will go 
ahead.

The total man-hours this year have not yet been calculated.

Not under the control of the EPC but in cooperation are the SVARC and the local CERT

Although the SVARC is completely independent of the EPC many members are involved in 
supporting safety in the valley. The ACS was involved in the fishing derby and the fireworks 
evening. It is regularly in touch with the county and region at the Tuesday morning nets. 
Residents should be encouraged to observe the procedure (at the Fire Station 9:30). The 
ARC members are also involved in perfecting the use of digital communication with the 
county and participated in the latest 5th Saturday exercise in which official forms were 
successfully transmitted to WUECC and acknowledgments received. They intend to increase
their usefulness with the addition of another radio band favored by the EOC.

Similarly CERT is organized under the South Whatcom Fire Authority and headed by Chief 
Ralston, the members' activities are all aimed at improving the safety of the residents of 
the valley and most of the EPC members are also CERT trained.
Several of them took training and are now CERT teachers. They ran one course at the 
Geneva Fire Station in the spring and are about to run another at SV fire. Other members 
have taken a reminder course in cribbing and carries and another group took a traffic 
management course.



Goals for next year.
The committee will finalize these at the next meeting.

The committee adjourned to attend the Tuesday net-check from Region 1


